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Short Bio:
Dolores Crazover, founder and CEO of DEI &
You Consulting, is a leading expert in diversity,
equity, inclusion (DEI), and inclusive leadership.
Dolores is also a multilingual public speaker
covering all aspects of DEI and has spoken
at major events hosted by entities such as
Women’s Leadership Network (Estée Lauder
Companies), and HUB Institute (Sustainable
Leaders Forum).
She works with international organizations
- small to large - to support and equip them
with the right resources to establish DEI
workplaces. Dolores is a graduate from the
Harvard Business Leadership Program and
a Cornell University-certified Diversity and
Inclusion Consultant. She is also an Executive
Board Member of the Young Presidents’
Organization Diversity & Inclusion Hub, a
member of the launch team and Diversity
& Inclusion education committee for LEAD
Network Europe’s BeLux.
Long Bio:
Dolores
Crazover
is
an
international
entrepreneur and the founder and CEO of DEI
& You Consulting, whose mission is to unlock
team potential and maximize organizational
growth by building more diverse, equitable
and inclusive workplaces in which all can
thrive.
Dolores began her career as a microbiology
engineer, with degrees in Applied Microbiology
and Biological Engineering. She is curious, bold,
and passionate about people empowerment,
growth, and innovation.
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After moving to New York City, she developed
a family office as General Manager, investing
in disruptive companies. She also worked as a
strategy innovation consultant for both startups and established international enterprises,
helping them achieve their full potential and
increase revenue.
Now based in Brussels, Dolores has founded
DEI & You Consulting out of her strong desire
to make a lasting impact and contribute
professionally to a more diverse, equitable and
inclusive society. Her ultimate aim is to inspire
the best in leaders and organizations and
help them grow by implementing a long-term
equitable and inclusive change in culture, thus
inspiring others to do the same and triggering
an incremental, yet global shift.
Born and raised in France to Congolese
(Kinshasa) immigrant parents and having
lived seamlessly across different contexts and
continents, Dolores leverages her personal and
professional experiences to help individuals
cultivate an inclusive mindset and organizations
foster an inclusive climate. With honesty,
empathy, and great attention to detail, Dolores
brings positive change to teams and promotes
a sense of belonging.
Dolores is a graduate from the Harvard Business
Leadership Program and is a Cornell Universitycertified Diversity and Inclusion Consultant.
She is also a strategic Board Member of the
Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO) D+I Hub
and a member of the launch team for LEAD
Network Europe’s BeLux chapter as well as its
Diversity and Inclusion Education Committee.
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